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In Alaska, coordinating logistics is regularly a disadvantageous factor that can lead to 
unsuccessful projects. Improper schedules and the impacts of unplanned risks can severely affect proper 
completion of a vehicle modification, especially in the do-it-yourself arena where project documentation 
is almost non-existent. Insufficient risk and response planning can delay or cause the termination of a 
venture. 
 In the Application of Project Management to Optimize Logistics and Reduce Risks for a Do-It-
Yourself Personal Vehicle Bumper Replacement in Alaska Project, the risks of selecting an appropriate 
replacement bumper, performing a factory bumper removal, and completing a replacement bumper 
installation were identified and analyzed in order to create a living toolkit of threats and opportunities. 
The potential or actual effects of the risks on the schedule, as well as mitigation and response measures 
taken were recorded. The overall project schedule includes a timeline from developing the project 
management plan through the replacement process. Risk and logistics management documents are strictly 
related to the procurement and replacement processes. Manuals comprised of procurement analysis and 
instructions for product installation that supplement the manufacturer’s instructions have been produced 
as deliverables. Final deliverables will be presented to the committee along with follow-on operational 
tasks continuing to contribute additional procedures or tools deemed prudent by the organization. 
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Application of Project Management to Optimize Logistics and Reduce Risks for a Do-It-
Yourself Personal Vehicle Bumper Replacement in Alaska 
Background 
Vehicle modification has occurred since the invention of the automobile. From day-to-day 
repairs, racing, off-roading, and performing construction duties, there has become a market in the 
automotive industry for changing vehicles “just because”. When approaching the modification of a large 
investment, such as a personal vehicle, there can be a significant amount of risk assumed and time 
involved. Typically, modifications will not be compliant with local, state, or federal laws. Many 
individuals take the vehicle to an Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) Certified mechanic, who are 
knowledgeable with regional legalities. These mechanics can also reduce downtime for invested parties’ 
primary method of transportation, and can transfer any risk away from unskilled practices. That ASE 
certification adds significant cost to any type of service desired; even when tasks can be completed with 
hand tools alone. Individuals who wish to perform the modification themselves have little to no formal 
projects documented for source material when undertaking an automotive project, which begins with 
selecting products, and follows through to completion. 
Furthermore, a key challenge to undertaking projects with potentially oversized items needing to 
be shipped is location. Location can be a key challenge for procurement in Alaska. When considering 
shipping to this state, weather and transport are two significant factors, as well as other challenging 
variables that many companies and individuals are not accustomed to account for when living in the 
contiguous United States. There are a multitude of companies that will not even venture to make 
shipments to the Alaska, and those who do often incur and transfer the hefty fees associated with 
shipping. The costs of shipping combined with a limited number of summer months make for challenges 
when conducting a project in Alaska, where a climate-controlled workspace may not be available. 
Scope Description 
The Application of Project Management to Optimize Logistics and Reduce Risks for a Do-It-
Yourself Personal Vehicle Bumper Replacement in Alaska project, referred to in this document as APM, 
determined legal capability prior to performing the replacement of a front factory installed bumper on a 
2020 Ram® 1500 Pickup truck with an aftermarket, high clearance, steel bumper, and optional skid plate. 
The bumper has an expected lifespan for the duration of ownership of the vehicle and was shipped to 
Alaska for less than 30% of its Manufacturer Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) set by the manufacturer. 
The bumper and optional skid plate were modified as determined by the Project Manager to allow for 
improved aesthetic, durability, and driving capability. Modifications included color matching and 
protective coating. These modifications were determined by schedule allowances and Project Manager’s 
best judgement and are included in the risk analysis.  
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Throughout execution and closing, a manual has been developed to supplement the 
manufacturer’s installation manual and will benefit interested parties who embark upon similar 
automotive modifications. The manual describes the experience of installation not included in the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Along with the supplementary installation manual, procurement analysis was 
developed during the planning phase. In addition to analysis, the procurement document takes readers 
through relevant legal considerations to be taken and sources available for research when altering a 
personal vehicle. The procurement document shows the process this project used to select a bumper, 
which considered costs and coordinating logistics in Alaska. 
Risk identification and analysis were conducted by commencing the initiation phase through the 
execution of installation, and results that include preliminary risk analysis and impact estimation, along 
with risks realized and are included as an appendix supplemental to the project narrative.  
The project had a strict completion of execution required for prior to the Fall 2020 academic 
semester commencing to accommodate Project Manager’s prior obligations, and a project closeout 
completion no later than December 1, 2020. 
Objectives 
The strategic goal for the APM project is to perform a vehicular modification venture that 
includes: the replacement of factory bumper, installation of increased clearance performance suspension, 
performance modifications, and other aesthetic alterations. The operational level goals were to complete 
the removal of factory bumper, the installation of aftermarket bumper with optional skid plate, and 
documentation of work processes. High level objectives have been identified in Exhibit 3, which supports 
the operational level goals. Alaskan winter conditions prevent working in external climate conditions, 
which allows the adequate resources to accumulate to make the best determination for product needs and 
to address potential risk impacts. 
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Exhibit 1: Table of Objectives 
Deliverables 
The deliverables from the project were the removal of the factory bumper, procurement and 
installation of an aftermarket bumper, procurement and installation of an optional skid plate, a written 
narrative of the process from conception through installation that shows the application of project 
management tools and techniques for projects like this, the development of procurement comparisons for 
bumpers and retailers that will ship the selected bumper to Alaska, an installation manual that 
supplements the manufacturer’s, the creation of a schedule that will guide the project timeline that 
included academic deadlines, risk analysis documentation for schedule and duration impacts of 
anticipated and realized risks, and all Master of Science in Project Management deliverables assigned 
from the University of Alaska, Anchorage. 
Research Method 
Throughout the APM project, an internet search engine was used to guide the product and installation 
research. Following diligent research for methodology containing any relevant project management 
information regarding a do-it-yourself (DIY) automotive project the Project Manager determined that 
there are no existing results for academic texts related to guiding DIY automotive projects or non-
assembly line automotive projects; with this in mind, this project is a (known) first of its kind, and 
followed established The Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge guidelines regarding 
project development, execution, and closing. Currently, there are three prior students’ Project 
Management Plans within the Consortium Library that have been published regarding risk of DIY 
projects that were utilized.  They were used for formatting outlines and content guides. 
Goal Objective 
Replace front bumper Minimize cost 
Appease aesthetic 
Increases capability 
Write narrative Complete process relating to procurement 
and installation outlined 
Post to online community to help others 
interested in similar projects 
Complete ahead of schedule Utilize winter season to plan and initiate 
project 
Develop schedule to track status and 
adjust performance as necessary. 
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 Product research was conducted through manufacturers’, suppliers’, and retailers’ websites, along 
with user experiences from online forum groups which the Project Manager is a member. This research 
helped to finalize acceptable finished product criteria. 
 Disassembly and installation methods were researched through manufacturers’ resources, 
YouTube DIY videos, Google image searches and the “5th Gen Rams” forum website for subject matter 
experts of the 2019 and newer model Ram trucks.  
Results of Project Research 
After researching bumper removal and installation utilizing online resources, the Project Manager 
determined that the manual labor of the project could not be completed without someone present to assist. 
This risk was planned for when developing the plan for this project. By utilizing a mechanic, an 
unforeseen opportunity presented itself by having someone present to document the process through 
photography and video logs. Another unplanned risk occurred when transferring the factory bumper’s 
proximity system onto the aftermarket counterpart due to insufficient length of wire between sensors; 
following modification by splicing extensions onto the wires, this issue was resolved and installation 
proceeded. With assistance from an experienced mechanic, the installation culminated successfully based 
on the criteria for the project. During testing, it was determined that the modification to the location of 
proximity sensors rendered the sensors inoperable due to a change in calibration needed. With this not 
affecting operation of the vehicle and following thorough research and outreach to the online community 
where other customers have encountered similar issues, the PM determined that the realized risk was 
acceptable. With the bumper not being deemed original equipment by vehicle manufacturer, the 
dealership where the vehicle was purchased would not consider uncovering underlying issues with the 
defect. 
Project Management Approach and Outcomes 
Initiation 
In January 2020 the initiation phase for the Application of Project Management to Optimize Logistics 
and Reduce Risks for a Do-It-Yourself Personal Vehicle Bumper Replacement in Alaska project defined 
the Activities that would be included in the project. The scope development included all academic and 
project-specific activities that would be tracked. The primary project knowledge areas that were selected 
to demonstrate mastery were risk and procurement management.  
The project’s initial plan began development while the Project Manager owned a Blue Streak 2019 
Ram 1500 half-ton pickup truck. Effective risk, procurement, and change management allowed the 
project to continue with minor changes of scope due to a change in project vehicle to a Granite Crystal 
2020 Ram 1500 half-ton pickup truck on February 29, 2020. This change went through the change control 
process by being approved by the Project Manager and was documented in the change control log.  




Transitioning to the planning phase brought around major changes to every project environment that 
must be annotated. COVID-19 became prevalent as a new global pandemic. With the sudden impacts 
from this pandemic, there was no sensible way to plan for risk or risk responses.  
While still in the project planning phase, the Project Manager began conducting thorough product 
research to best develop the risk register and determine what mitigation measures would be utilized, and 
what responses would be taken to realized risks. The effects of the project research conducted were an 
effective risk mitigation measure for all aspects of the project.  It was during this phase that the Project 
Manager determined the need to bring on additional personnel resources to be able to successfully 
complete the project. The thorough research performed resulted in ten risks being realized during 
execution and closing, and of those ten, only three had been unplanned. Exhibit 2 shows the three 
unplanned risks that were accepted with the complete Risk Toolkit which can be found in Appendix 4. 
Exhibit 2: Unplanned Realized Risks 
During project planning, procurement analysis also occurred in the form of narrowing the results of 
available products down to select a bumper for installation. This analysis is shown in Appendix 1 and 
shows the process by which a bumper was selected for the project. The project financier and co-financier 
gave authority to purchase the Pro-Mod bumper, which is manufactured by Westin® Automotive and 
sold through Amazon. Following delivery, assembly went as expected with everything necessary to 
assemble having been shipped with the product. Utilizing the established change management process, 
the Project Manager granted authority and documented to have the bumper powder coated to match the 
vehicle, which would provide increased resistance to corrosion, and improved aesthetic appeal.  
The project management plan was created and submitted for approval throughout the first two 
quarters of the spring of 2020. This included developing the full scope of the project and all subsidiary 
plans such as the change management plan, procurement management plan, risk management plan, 
stakeholder management plan, and schedule management plan. 




The planned work required for the disassembly of factory equipment and installation of the 
aftermarket bumper was seven and one-half hours and was completed in that amount of time as 
demonstrated by Exhibit 3 (from Appendix 3). The installation would have been expedited had the 
realized risk of the proximity sensors needing to be extended not occurred. 
Exhibit 3: Scheduled Execution 
Monitoring and Controlling 
Monitoring and Controlling was performed throughout the project, utilizing the schedule 
developed with Microsoft Project and implementing agile schedule management to meet deadlines and 
track progress. With the Project Manager being the sole resource for most of the project and having direct 
responsibility for each task being completed, the critical path was every task that was executed in the 
project schedule. 
Closeout 
Overall, the biggest setback in project completion came towards the end of the project during project 
closeout. Overallocation of the project manager came as an unexpected factor due to the severe impacts to 
the economy following COVID-19. The reason behind the unexpected overallocation was due to two 
position changes that increased the project manager’s workload tremendously. Most of this increase came 
during the first two months after taking on the positions and beginning the Tuckman’s Stages of Group 
Development - forming process of balancing the new responsibilities and increased time requirements. 
Project Lessons Learned 
 Throughout the APM project, a common takeaway was to document as done. What this means is 
that as soon as possible after a task is complete, document details surrounding the task and update the 
schedule to accurately reflect the occurrence of the task. It ensures accuracy and prevents build-up of 
tasks. The importance of this is abundantly clear for a DIY project of this caliber because when doing the 
work, there are details that are subtle and less memorable that could have had a substantial impact on the 
method or time required to complete the project.  
Most changes that were experienced during the project were related to changes in the scope. Looking 
at the type of project, changes were expected, as the entire scope was subjectively developed without 
prior experience in this type of project, and as such, specific changes were not anticipated, and went 
through the change control process to document when those changes were made and why. 
Furthermore, it is important to maintain contact with all stakeholders as they require, which is set 
forth in the stakeholder requirements matrix to maintain positive relations with positive stakeholders, or 
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to improve relationships with indifferent or negative stakeholders; even over periods of inactivity in a 
project; ensuring the communication of project progress is important to stakeholders not directly involved 
with all of the outcomes. One area in which stakeholder management could have been improved for this 
project would have been to include stakeholders in the change control process to ensure that each change 
was assumed effective to them. 
With the Project Manager being the sole resource for most of the project, and having direct 
responsibility for each task being completed, the critical path was every task that was executed in the 
project schedule. 
   Once labor was complete and project closing began, the over-work resulted in project fatigue. 
Fortunately, the schedule created was used to keep on time according to the plan. A key takeaway is that 
the project schedule is developed to plan for what needs to be complete for a project, but also is necessary 
to ensure all stated deliverables are completed on time after the work is finished to tie up loose ends in the 
project. 
 For lessons learned relating to project procurement and installation experiences, reference 
Appendix 10. 
Conclusions 
Through the execution of the Application of Project Management to Optimize Logistics and Reduce 
Risks for a Do It Yourself Personal Vehicle Bumper Replacement in Alaska project, it can be determined 
that it is possible to implement project management tools and techniques to perform a DIY automotive 
project in order to influence the results through the planning and analysis of risk and procurement. This 
has been demonstrated through meeting the following critical success factors outlined in the project 
management plan: 
- New bumper assembled and installed no later than August 30, 2020 
- Manual complete by December 4, 2020 
- Risk toolkit completed by December 4, 2020 
- Submission of final project report to University of Alaska Project Management Department  
Further Research Recommendations 
 The project performance risk identification and analysis tool kit that was developed for this 
project will be used and further developed for other projects of its kind. The tools and methodology 
developed will be applied when the Project Manager sees fit to execute future strategic projects in the 
portfolio, such as adding auxiliary lighting.  
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Prior to beginning any modification project on a daily-driven vehicle, State legislation must be 
consulted to avoid fines and conform to acceptable public use road equipment. There are two primary 
authorities referenced for vehicle modification projects; these are the State Department of Transportation 
(DOT) and Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE). Most people new to the automotive industry use 
these terms interchangeably. 
 Each of these are prominent, however, only one of them determines legality of modifications. For 
example, SAE is utilized widely, especially in lighting modifications, for vehicles to assess light output 
and patterns of forward and rear facing lighting qualifications. However, it is the Department of 
Transportation that implements limitations on what is and is not legal. The DOT is the determining 
authority to follow for colors permitted to the public vehicles in forward/rearward facing lights. To simply 
utilize a product that is SAE approved, and not by the DOT is asking for potential problems with 
authorities when driving on public roads.  
 This authority extends to body modifications. Certain states’ DOT publish regulations prohibiting 
a bumper that is a certain number of inches above the ground for public road use. Information regarding 
any guidelines by state can be found on AAA’s website. Legality is one of the most easily overlooked 
portions when modifying the vehicle. Based on experience when interacting with automotive aftermarket 
retailers, one of the most common occurrences is a customer requesting a product install which they have 
purchased that is not within the state DOT’s guidelines (e.g. bead-lock wheels, forward facing blue/red 
lights, LED driving lights, etc.).  
 Following legality determination, research began for products and their cost. The following 
spreadsheet (see next page) was developed and used to assist in visualizing cost across products and 
retailers: 
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Exhibit 4: Procurement Comparison Table 
 
*MSRP from manufacturer; some manufacturers do not ship; this is a baseline for expected 
purchase price. Lower price than value in this column is considered positive risk 
 
The one highlighted cell is a product that would have a skid plate ordered with it, and the 
specific retailer or manufacturer did not have the part available or listed. 
 
Empty cells are products from each website that are either not sold, or not in stock and result 
in blank segments in following histograms. 
 
Shipping was not included in overall analysis due to many online resources not offering quotes 
for freight shipping to Alaska unless product is ordered. Addictive Desert Design's website quoted a range 
from $400-$1200 for shipping outside of the continental 48 states depending on specific location and 
product ordered; this was used as a rough estimation for other manufacturers offering the same option and 
was a consideration when narrowing to final product selection. 
Original graphic depiction of data was compiled prior to filtration to see overall range of costs by 
product from each website. 
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Exhibit 5: Procurement Histogram I 
 
Setting a high limit of $1600 on product cost resulted in more accurate target data to see and would 
prevent exceeding budget if shipping were to become a significant factor. 
 
 
Exhibit 6: Procurement Histogram II 
 
Narrowing to the five remaining products is much more manageable to allow for a decision to be 
made. While DV8 / Trail FX bumper trends lower than any of the competition (with $921.49 from 
bumper superstore being the lowest cost of all), the product is a bit bulky for the owner and offers no 
undercarriage protection available, so we continue to the next products. Westin Automotive comes in 
under $1000 from Amazon just above DV8 / Trail FX with their Pro-Mod at $997.11 combined cost for 
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bumper and skid plate ordered separately. This product fits owner’s needs and taste. Following 
identification of the product, the next step was to determine logistics. Routinely, Amazon will not deliver 
such oversized items to Alaska. In this case, shipping for the bumper was possible, with a cost of $27.99, 
and zero cost shipping for the skid plate. 
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Installation Guide  
*Image taken prior to conducting installation 
 
This guide has been developed with the intent to assist in the removal of factory installed equipment, 
specifically the front bumper of a 2020 Ram 1500. It is not meant to replace the Fiat Chrysler 
Automobiles manual or the Westin Automotive instruction manual (see Manufacturer Installation 
Manual), but is meant to suplement with real world experience and photographs and alleviate questions 
potentially encountered during removal. Some redundancies will appear from other manuals in the 
interest of explaining in context and to ease the transition from one step to the next. 
Safety and Preparation 
Prior to beginning work on a vehicle, the vehicle should be parked on a level surface (if possible). 
Regardless of the surface, emplace wheel stops (chock blocks) on the side of the wheel that the vehicle is 
most likely to travel and engage the emergency brake to prevent the vehicle from rolling and causing 
injury or damage. If working with vehicle’s electrical systems, then disengage the battery wires to not 
short out any systems and prevent electricution. 
Useful tools: 
 Battery or air-powered rachet (3/8”) 
 SAE and Metric socket set 
 SAE hex key socket set 
 Open-ended wrench set 
 Adjustable crescent wrench 
 Wire cutters and strippers 
 24 AWG wire (2 to 3 feet should suffice) 
 Crimpable wire connectors 
Exhibit 7: Stock Photograph 
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Disassembly and Removal 
Begin by removing front section of front wheel-well liners (either side). Then unscrew three bolts 
(each side) holding the bumper to the frame. Unclip harness connecting fog lights and proximity sensors 
(if equipped)  to Body Control Module (BCM) – this is located on the driver side behind where the 
section of wheel-well liner was prior to removal. 
After disconnecting harness, remove bolts (six total) securing the bumper to the frame. The bumper 
has gaskets that line the top between plastic trim and bumper that makes for a secure fit. It will take more 





Exhibit 8: Beginning Disassembly 
Exhibit 9: Removal of Factory Bumper 




Once the bumper is removed, there will be some disassembly of the factory pieces required to be able to 









Exhibit 10: Bumper Removed 
Exhibit 11: Transferring Electrical I 








Exhibit 12: Transferring Electrical II 
Exhibit 13: Transferring Electrical III 




For this bumper, there was modification to the factory harness required to adapt the proximity 
sensor location to fit the distance between the mounting location from the stock bumper to the aftermarket 
bumper. The instructions mention ensuring to note the orientation of the sensors on the factory unit prior 
to removing to be able to mount the sensors in the exact same orientation on the new bumper. This is a 
KEY step to be able to achieve functionality. Even mis-orienting one of the sensors will render them 
inoperable. Having completed this step, the sensors can disconnect from the wiring harness to be able to 
transfer and mount them onto the new bumper. Next measure the wiring harness length between each 
sensor connector and then carefully splice the wire extensions in. To get to the actual wires the black 












Exhibit 14: Wiring Harness 












Exhibit 15: Splicing of Sensor Wires 
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Exhibit 17: Installation of Skid Plate 
 




Final cost for procuring the Westin Automotive Pro-Mod bumper to Chugiak, Alaska came out to 
$1025.10. Other research utilized was to learn the process of removal of factory hardware and as such, 
has no metrics to measure other than completion of the labor. 
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Exhibit 19: Pro Mod Front Bumper 
 
Exhibit 20: Pro Mod Skid Plate 
 
Exhibit 21: Manufacturer Model Vehicle 
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Project Schedule  
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Living Risk Register, Realization, and Response Log
 
*Image file of Risk Toolkit. For workable spreadsheet deliverable see Risk Register Tab in Master 
Document Spreadsheet included in file. 
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Manufacturer Installation Manual 
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Procurement and Installation Lessons Learned 
  Part of the purpose of this project is to create information for interested parties in the 
future. With a lack of existing projects like this, Lessons Learned are critical contributions to source from. 
Lessons learned have been documented regarding the academic portion within the body of the project 
report, while lessons learned relating to the risk and procurement activities of performing the project are 
located below. 
-Risk 
A key consideration when planning any project is risk. Not documenting risk during planning or 
assessment can lead to overspending and unexpected scheduling discrepancies that result in incomplete or 
cancelled projects. When working on a vehicle, resources are invested, and risks are taken; both positive 
and negative. While cost can be reduced by not paying for ASE certified labor, a risk can be encountered 
potentially adding cost to a repair by needing the qualified professional undo the work that has been 
performed to get to the needed repair. 
When assembling a product and having it powder coated or permanently fixed in place make sure that 
it is oriented exactly as it is desired to appear when installed. Fortunately, during this project the Project 
manager assembled the product prior to coating in a sufficient enough manner to be able to be fixed with 
negligible imperfections. Moving forward, the recommendation will be to have parts coated separately 
and assembled following the process. 
When installing electrical components, ensure that all instructions are read carefully to prevent 
deficiencies. For example, when installing the proximity sensors, the instructions say to ensure that sensor 
orientation is paid close attention to as they are very sensitive. While the problem of them becoming 
unresponsive is very common; one instance has been recorded from installing this bumper and the sensors 
retaining functionality (this was when installed by bumper manufacturer and has been the only recorded 
instance of aftermarket bumper with different locations than factory bumper retaining functionality).  
-Procurement 
Much of the United States has become so efficient and cost competitive that free shipping is offered 
to almost of the 48 contiguous states, even on large items such as vehicle bumpers. Alaska would make 
sense to be able to include free shipping since most cost with shipping outside of the continental United 
States is accumulated through Customs, international tariffs, and other fares when delivering to other 
countries. Unfortunately, this is not the case, especially with oversized items. Many retailers will not 
consider shipping to Alaska and even fewer will consider the hassle of freight. A prime example that most 
Americans are familiar with is Amazon® Prime’s free 2-day shipping. In Alaska, while there are some 
items that qualify for free shipping, not all will ship to this state. Those that do will not ship in 2 days; 
they will ship in 5 (depending on time of day ordered, evening orders expect 6 days). Even manufacturers 
such as Westin Automotive would not ship their own product to the state (freight was not a consideration 
from them), yet Amazon was able to affordably ship the bumper and skid plate.  
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While Amazon would ship the bumper selected for this project, other bumpers were not available for 
shipping from Amazon. 
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